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Prof. W. P. Milne has cited (Proc. Edin Math. Soc, "Vol.
XXXI., p. 90) pairs of nonagons inscribed in a plane cubic curve,
and in nonuple perspective. Apart from this, and the familiar
case of triangles,* little attention appears to have been given to
polygons in multiple perspective.

The use of the term " perspective " here must be noted. Two
polygons Ai A2... A,, BlB1,... Bn are in perspective in the present
sense if, for example, the joins A1B1) A,Bt, ... AnBn are con-
current. In the case of triangles such a relation defines a pro-
jective transformation of the whole plane. For n > 3, this is not
necessarily so; and to indicate that the perspective relation is
postulated only of two systems of points, we shall speak of an
" w-ad of points" (on the analogy of triad, tetrad), instead of an
"n-gon." The cases with which we shall deal constitute trans-
formations of a cubic curve into itself. We shall prove that, for
all values of n, there exist cases of two n-ads in n-ple perspective ;
or, including in our view the n poles, that there exist cases of
three n-ads in mutual n-ple perspective; i.e. each pair are in n-ple
perspective, and have the points of the third as perspective poles.

I. CYCLIC «-ADS ON A CUBIC CUEYK.

Let Ar(r = 0, 1, . . . n - 1) be n points on a non-singular plane
cubic curve, defined by the elliptic parameters

0L + r Q / n , (r = 0, 1, . . . n - 1 ) ,

where a. is a constant and ft a period; they may be said to con-
stitute a cyclic n-ad of points on the cubic. If we put

0 = 1m to + 2m' a)',

•See Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc., Vol. XXXI., p. 64, and references
there given.
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where 2o>, 2a/ are the primitive periods, and m, m! integers which
may take any values from 0 to ( n - 1) inclusive, we shall clearly
have different kinds of cyclic n-ads according to the values of
m, m'. When n is prime, the number of different kinds will be
J ( n 2 - 1 ) ; when composite, the formula will be less simple. Thus
there are four distinct kinds of triads, corresponding to

ft = 2o>, 2<o', 2<D + 2a/, 2a> + 4a/;

and there are only six distinct kinds of non-degenerate tetrads,
corresponding to

12 = 2(o, 2d)', 2«) + 2u>', 2u> + 4(u', 4<u + 2u>', 2a> + 6(o'.

1. Any two cyclic nods of the same kind are in n-ple perspective,
their poles being also on the curve, and constituting a third cyclic
n-ad of the same kind.

For, let the w-ads and their elliptic parameters be

where a., ft are any constants, and consider the third n-ad

where a. + /3 + y = 0 (modd 2&>, 2a/)
Clearly ArB,C, are collinear, provided r + s +1 = 0 (mod n).

Keeping < fixed, we have corresponding to each value of r in the
range prescribed, one, and only one, value of s in the same range.
Hence the n-ads Ar, B, are in perspective, with C, as pole. Also,
this is true for every t from 0 to (n - 1) inclusive.

Since the relation between the A, B, and C n-ads is mutual, this
is a case of three n-ads in mutual n-ple perspective.

Other properties of the cyclic n-ad may be noted.

2. The orders of the Br which yield perspective relations with
the points AQ At... An_l are the n cyclic permutations of

3. The parameters a., f$, and the absolute invariant of the cubic
curve being at our disposal, it seems likely that n-ads upon the
cubic exist which are in perspective in other ways in addition to
the n ways just considered. Such additional perspective relations
will correspond to a different cyclic arrangement of the points Br;
and the new perspective poles cannot lie on the cubic.
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4. By marking the points in which the joins of a cyclic n-ad
meet the curve again, we obtain, in consequence of coincidences)

only n distinct points; and these constitute a cyclic n-ad of the
same kind as the original.

5. When n is odd, the " tangentials" of the points of a cyclic
n-ad constitute a cyclic n-ad of the same kind; indeed, identical
with that determined by the joins. When n is even, the tan-
gentials form a degenerate n-ad, of \ n points each counted twice.

II . CYCLIC TRIADS ON THE CUBIC.

The case of cyclic triads presents noticeable features. Proofs
are simple, and bare statement will suffice.

1. If three triangles are in mutual triple perspective, their
vertices are the common points of a pencil of cubic curves; and,
with reference to any member of the pencil, constitute three cyclic
triads of the same kind.

2. Sextuply Perspective Triangles. The remarkable case of
sextuply perspective triangles (see footnote to first paragraph) may
be described as follows :

The vertices of the triangle of reference,

Jf,(1,0,0), X2(0, 1,0), .1,(0,0, 1)

and the three triads

P , ^ , *, 1), P2(e, €«, 1), P3( l , 1, 1),
QiF, 1, 1)- (?2(1, e2, 1), &(1, 1, <2),
£,(e, 1, 1), 5,(1,6, 1), X3(l, 1,0,

where t is an imaginary cube root of unity, define four triangles
such that each pair are in sextuple perspective, with the vertices
of the remaining pair as perspective poles. Through any three of
these four triads passes a pencil of cubics. Thus through the
Xr, Pr, Qr pass all cubics of the pencil

(x3 - x3) (x3 - <?x,) (as, - tx2) = X(x3- xj (a, - ts«,) (a:2 - tx3),

and through the Xr, Pr, Er pass all the cubics of the pencil

(x2 - xz) (x3 - ex,) (a-j - e2 xj =ti(x3-xl) (xt - ex2) (xt - t* xs)

where A, /* are parameters. The Xr, Pr, Qr form cyclic triads of
the same kind with respect to any member of the first pencil;
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the Xr, Pr, Rr form cyclic triads of the same kind with respect to
any member of the second pencil; the cyclic order of one of the
triads Xr, Pr being reversed in the passage from one pencil to
the other. This accounts for the sextuply perspective relation.
This intimate association is the relation which subsists between
the four triangles with reference to which the equation of a non-
singular plane cubic assumes canonical form. The twelve sides of
these triangles are in fact the lines on which lie, three by three,
the nine flexes of the curve

3. Every cyclic triad on a cubic S is apolar, not only to S
itself, but to every member of the pencil S+XH, defined by S and
its Hessian H.

This is an immediate consequence of the condition for apolarity.

III . SPECIAL n-ADS WHEN n IS A SQUARE NUMBER.

1. The nonuply perspective nonads of Milne are distinct from
all cases of cyclic nonads given by the theory of section I. of this
paper, and point to a special kind of n-ads in the cases when n is a
square number.

Let n = v\ and consider the n points Am_ „' defined by the
elliptic parameters

2m' <iA ,
~ ) ' ( m < m = 0 > l> 2> •" " - 1 ) >

where a is a constant. These form what we may call a special
n-ad.

For simplicity let v be a prime; let

2m (o 2m' <o'\ , . , _
) < = 0 ' !> 2 ' ••• " - 1 ) '

be a second special n-ad; and consider a third,

where a. + (3 + y = 0 (modd 2w, 2a/).

If we choose any definite points Ar/, Ctft' from the first and

third, there is clearly one, and only one, point of the second
collinear with these, namely B, ,>, where

0, r' + «' + «' = 0 (mod v).
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Keeping t, t' fixed and permitting r, r' to vary, we find that the

n-ads Am m>, Bm „» are in perspective, with C,,' as pole. But

since this holds for all values of t, t', the n-ads Amm>, B,n m' are in

n-ple perspective, with the points C,n „/ as poles.

2. I t is easy to distinguish this type of n-ply perspective
conformation from that associated with cyclic wads. In the case
of cyclic n-ads, the arrangements of the 2?-points corresponding to
a fixed order of the ^-points in the n perspective relations (I., 2
above) preserve the same cyclic order of the B-poinls. In the case of
special n-ads, the B-points change cyclically in groups of v each.
Thus for the poles Co 0, C 1 0 ) the arrangements of the ^-points
corresponding to the given order of ^4-points are as follows:

A A A . A A A . A A A

• " 0 , 0 ! - " 1 , 0 ) • a 2 , 0 > - " 0 . 1 I • a l , l l a 2 , \ > - " 0 . 2 1 ^ I . S ) - " 2 , 2 )

^ 0 0 • - ° 0 , 0 ) - " 2 , 0 1 - " l , 0 > - ° 0 , 2 I B2 2 > J>J,i) Bo j , 2 > 2 ! , -Z>1, ! j

^ i , o : - " 2 , 0 ) B1 0> -Oo,o> - "S i . 2 1 - " ) , 2 > Bo 2 ; B2 i , B^ x , l>0 t .

3. The simplest cases of special n-ads occur when n = 4, 9. In
the former case, we obtain tetrads with elliptic parameters of
the form

a., ex. + cu, <x + to', a. + to + ix>,

of which the properties are well known.* In the latter case we
obtain nonads defined by

2m <u 2m' w ,
* + - g - + —g—, (m, !»' = <>, 1, 2).

Of these the 9 flexes are an example; while, as shown by Milne,
the intersections of the cubic S with any member of the pencil of
class cubics defined by P the Cayleyan of S, and the Hessian of P,
constitute two nonads of this type, which, with the flexes, form
three nonads in mutual w-ple perspective.

* See a paper by Milne, Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc., Vol. XXIX , p. 2.
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